
 

SOAPSTone Analysis 
Speaker Who is writing? Is it a first-, second-, or third-person narrative? Is the speaker omniscient (all-

seeing)? Is the speaker a character in the piece? What clues can you find about this person? What 
socioeconomic class do they come from? What is their age? Nationality? Gender? 

Occasion Why was this piece written at the time it was, as opposed to any other time, or not at all? What 
event—personal or historical—led to its publication or development? 

Audience To whom does the speaker assume s/he is talking? Does the speaker identify an audience? What 
assumptions can you make about the audience? What language by the speaker gives you clues 
about who the speaker assumes the audience to be? 

Purpose Why? Literally, why is there a piece of writing instead of nothing at all? Does the speaker want to 
reminisce, convince someone of something, set the record straight—or does s/he have another goal 
entirely? 

Subject What is the piece about? How has the subject been selected and presented by the author (keep in 
mind that the subject may not always be obvious)? 
 

Tone What is the author’s tone? What words tell us about his/her attitude toward the subject matter and 
persons s/he discusses? 
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